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72 inch metal tool cabinet 

CYJY is a professional 72 inch metal tool cabinet manufacturers and suppliers in 

China. If you interested in 72 inch metal tool cabinet products, please contact with us. 

We follow the quality of rest assured that the price of conscience, dedicated 

service.The 72 inch metal tool cabinet is a steel cabinet for large storage of tools and 

equipment. There are 19 sliding drawers that provide ample storage space. The steel 

housing is very strong and can withstand heavy loads and long-term use. The drawers 

have sliding rails for smooth operation and easy opening and closing. Aluminum handles 

allow for easy handling and movement, while the drawers lock to keep tools and 

equipment safe. All in all, this is a high-quality, large-capacity, convenient and practical 

tool cabinet that can meet various storage needs and is an ideal choice for home and 

workplace. If you have further questions or need more help, please let me know. 

 

72 Inch Metal Tool Cabinet 

CYJY is a professional 72 inch metal tool cabinet 

manufacturers and suppliers in China, you can rest 

assured to wholesale and customized 72 inch metal 

tool cabinet from our factory and we will offer you 

the best after-sale service and timely delivery.The 

72 inch metal tool cabinet uses cold-rolled steel for 

the main frame, which is strong and stable; the 

aluminum alloy handle is durable; the drawer is 

made of galvanized steel, which is anti-corrosion 

and anti-rust. The overall powder coating, beautiful 

appearance, waterproof and rust-proof, multiple 

drawers can store different tools and parts, it is a 

good choice for garages, workshops and 

laboratories. 
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72 Inch Metal Tool Cabinet Specifications: 

Name Top Quality Steel Tool Cabinet Of Drawers Made In China 

Function Storage for tools or office supplies 

Weight 200kg  

Special design Modern  

Brand name CYJY  

Regular size customized  

Thickness 1.0mm as regular. 0.5~1.2mm optional  

Available Color Red/Blue/Customized  

Lock and handle Customized  
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Surface Electrostatic powder coating  

Material High quality cold rolled steel  

Structure Knock down structure/Pre-assembled  

Handle Aluminum Handle  

Remark OEM&ODM are available  

Packing Films, Cartons, Wooden cases.  

Product Range Filing Cabinet/Steel Lockers/Office Furniture  

Payment Terms 30% deposit and 70% balance payment before shipping.  
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72 Inch Metal Tool Cabinet Process: 

▶ Raw material preparation: First, the required raw materials, such as steel plates and 

aluminum alloys, need to be prepared. 

▶Material cutting: Cut steel and aluminum alloys into required size and shape. 

▶Welding: Weld the cut material to make the shell of the tool cabinet. It is a complex 

process that requires highly skilled operators and specialized equipment. 

▶ Surface treatment: Surface treatment of the welded tool cabinet, such as grinding, 

spraying or electroplating, etc., to increase its durability and aesthetics. 

▶Assembly: Assemble all the parts into a complete 72 inch metal tool cabinet, 

including accessories such as drawers and handles. 

▶ Quality Control: Finally, quality control is performed on the finished tool cabinet to 

ensure it is up to standard and free of any defects or damage. 

 

 

FAQ 

Q:What is the best gauge steel for a 72 inch metal tool chest? 

A:If you have a lot of heavy tools to store, you'll want a thicker, more durable steel gauge 

of about 15. If you have fewer tools, 18- or 19-gauge steel should be enough. Keep in 

mind that the thicker the steel, the heavier the tool chest will be. 
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Q: What are the main application fields of your products? 

A: Widely used in Garage, Workshop, Family garage, including DIY use, Professional 

maintenance, Industrial applications and so on. 

 

Q: What are the characteristics of the product? 

A: Our main products are various tool cabinet, tool trolley, tool box, garage use 

combination tool cabinet, electric tools and accessories, especially for people who like 

repair by themselves. 

 

 


